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Top playoff scorers nba history

Devin Booker has the Suns in the thick of the playoff race. Kevin C. Cox/Pool Photo/AP Images The race for the NBA's first-ever play-in tournament is getting tight in the Western Conference.When the NBA decided on a format for the resumption of the season in a bubble at Disney World, the plans included a play-in tournament for the eighth and final playoff
seed as the eighth and ninth-place teams were within four games or less of each other in the standings. In the East, the race is over, with the Washington Wizards eliminated from playoff contention. But in the West, four teams are neck and neck in the race for those two seeds. We have the four teams that race below for the play-in tournament and their play-
in tournaments, via 538. Damian Lillard. Kevin C. Cox/Pool Photo/AP Images Record: 34-39, 8th place 538 playoff odds: 80%Games remaining: 1 - Brooklyn NetsWhere they stand now: The Blazers are in control of their destiny, thanks largely to Damian Lillard. It's not a one-man show, of course, and the Blazers have gotten excellent contributions from
Carmelo Anthony and Gary Trent Jr., but Lillard is willing to beat Portland in the playoffs. He had 61 points in a must-win over the Mavericks on Tuesday, following 51 points over the Philadelphia 76ers, giving him 112 points over two games just as Portland's back was against the wall. The Blazers still beat the Nets, but after grinding out their last two wins,
that looks like an easier performance, as the Nets need to rest their best players for their final seeding game. Kevin C. Cox/Pool Photo/AP Images Record: 33-39, 10th-place 538 playoff odds: 12%Games remaining: 1 - Dallas MavericksWhere they stand now: Phoenix is the best team in the bubble, full stop. They are 7-0, with a whopping 11.2 net score.
Devin Booker is arguably the most lethal scorer in the NBA right now, Ricky Rubio plays some of his most efficient basketball, DeAndre Ayton shows why he was the 2018 No. 1 pick, and the Suns get contributions from all levels of their roster. Where was this all season? The Suns, however, need a little luck to get in. While the Mavericks must rest their top
players with the 7th seed locked up, they also need the Grizzlies or Blazers to lose their game just to get to the 9th seed. It's an unfortunate reality for Phoenix after a wonderful, unexpected display in the bubble. Ashley Landis, Pool/AP Images Record: 32-38, 11th-place 538 playoff chances: 2%Games remaining: 1 - Utah JazzWhere they stand now: San
Antonio has become small in the bubble to great effect. They still don't shoot many threes (27 per game, last in the bubble), but they hit them (41%, third best in the bubble). They play at a faster pace, rarely sending opponents to the line, and defending shots well. But San Antonio has been a bit lucky so far and needs that luck to continue. They not only beat
the Jazz on Thursday, they need two of the teams for them to lose. Can Gregg Popovich Popovich A miracle for his roster? A 22-year-old playoff streak is riding on it. More: NBA NBA Playoffs Portland Trail Blazers Memphis Grizzlies Chris Paul and the Oklahoma City Thunder are playoff threats this year. Kevin C. Cox/Pool Photo/USA TODAY
Sports/Reuters The NBA playoffs are here. After eight seeding games in the Disney bubble, the postseason begins on August 17, with its usual format - 16 teams, best-of-seven series. Of course, this year, there will be no home-court advantage, things will change significantly. Take a look at our power rankings as the playoffs begin below. More: Features
NBA NBA Playoffs Los Angeles Clippers Now, if Westbrook misses tomorrow's game - and that looks anything but certain, although I don't believe Oklahoma City has made an official announcement yet - it will put the Thunder in an unusual position. It will be unusual because the Thunder have never played a game without Russell Westbrook. Literally: none.
He has played in all 394 games in regular-season franchise history and all 45 of their playoff games so far. More substantially, it means that the West, long believed to lose the Thunder, is now not as much wide open as completely shapeless. It's impossible to tell how the Thunder will adapt to losing Westbrook, one of the league's most athletic and dynamic
point guards and Kevin Durant's constant running mate; the assumption must be that they will be much worse, particularly on offense, but they have the assets to at least fill Westbrook's absent minutes. Expect Reggie Jackson and Kevin Martin to see greatly increased action, and for the responsibility to be put on Durant to score even more than he already
does - or, 24 in Game 1, and 29 in Game 2.Meanwhile, the Clippers and the Spurs, currently looking for the conference's two other top teams, should be feeling some adrenaline. Although the Clippers lost Game 3 to the Grizzlies in Memphis last night, they looked very strong in their first two wins and lead that series 2-1. If they get it done, they'll face the
new/possibly shorthanded Thunder in round two. On the other side of the West bracket, he Spurs have dominated the Lakers so far and should emerge from that series in at most five games; But considering how wounded L.A.'s backcourt is right now, it'll be a surprise if they even take one. And if the Nuggets hadn't lost Danilo Gallinari to an ACL tear at the
end of the regular season, they would be the leading candidates to benefit as well. As it stands, they are tied 1-1 against the Warriors, which means they don't have the luxury of looking forward. Of course, you could argue that it doesn't matter anyway: whichever team comes from the West still has to play the Heat. And as long as Miami health, they are the
overwhelming favorite - now more than ever. NBA.com The NBA Playoffs start on Saturday, April 13. This is the time of year when the game shifts from good to big. Here's how to catch all the action without a one subscription, so you never miss a game. There are a few specific channels you need to watch every game: ESPN, ABC, TNT and NBA TV.
Several games from the first round are broadcast on all four channels, but the second round is only on ESPN and ABC. The conference finals will only be broadcast on ESPN, with the Finals broadcast exclusively on ABC. Watch ABC and TNT for free Grab your ABC for free using an OTA HD antenna, which will get you at least part of the way there. About
nine matches from the first round will air on ABC, some in the second round, and it's also home to the finals- in other words, this is a channel you don't want to miss. If you're not familiar with OTA HD antennas or how to set them up, don't worry my friend, we've got you covered. You're welcome. RELATED: How to get HD TV channels for free (without paying
for cable) For TNT, there's also a free option: TNT Overtime. This is a service that is really designed to offer a second screen alongside the main TNT broadcast. As such, you don't get the same viewing experience as watching the game on TV, but it's actually a little more intimate, with multiple different views, such as a backboard cam, player cams and an
action cam. You also watch all four at the same time. There's potential for 37 games on TNT (depending on how long each series goes on), so that's a lot of basketball. The best part is that overtime just works- no need for an extra setup. For ESPN and NBA TV: Time to buy into a streaming package While you get ABC and TNT coverage for free, you must
pay for ESPN and NBA TV. Here are the best streaming packages to get the channels you need. The best option: Sling Orange + Sports Extras ($35/mo) With Sling, you need to grab the Orange package for $25 a month to get TNT and ESPN, with ABC available in some regions-go here and find your zip code to find out if it's available to you. For NBA TV,
you'll need to add the Sports Extra package, which is an extra $10 per month. It's also worth noting that at the time of writing Sling is offering a discount for new user-suit Sling Orange for $15 per month for the first three months instead of $25. That should cover all the Playoffs and Finals for you. Nice. An okay option: PlayStation Vue Core ($50/mo) If you're
strongly against going with Sling and/or saving money, PlayStation Vue is the next best option. With Vue, you have ESPN, NBA TV, and TNT in the Core package for $50 a month. As with Sling, ABC is regionally available. Despite the fact that vue sounds like an exclusive PlayStation product, it's available on a wide range of devices including Apple TV,
Roku, Chromecast and more. Another Okay Option: YouTube TV ($50/mo) If PlayStation Vue doesn't tickle your imagination and you're looking for something outside of Sling, then YouTube TV another good choice. YouTube TV recently came under fire for raising the price to $50 a month, but it's still a good option for anyone looking to watch b-ball. For For
Fifty spot, you get ESPN, TNT, and NBA TV, with ABC regionally available. So, what about DirecTV Now and Hulu with Live TV? We would be remiss not to mention why these are left off the list, and it is for good reason: they do not offer all the channels you need for a reasonable price. There is no option for NBA TV on Hulu, and DirecTV Now charges $124
per month for a package that includes NBA TV. However, you like ABC, TNT, and ESPN for $50 a month with either option–I think they're both fine options if you're okay with not having access to NBA TV. Tv.
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